
http://bit.ly/SiruiP-S

SIRUI P-S MULTI-FUNCTION
PHOTO/VIDEO MONOPODS
WHERE SUPPORT MEETS FLEXIBILITY

What’s included:
Photo/Video Monopod, (2) removable 

rubber feet, extra mounting plate 
and  1/4 - 3/8, mounting stud, custom 

carrying case, shoulder strap,
wrist strap, tools, instruction manual, 

warranty card

Sirui P-S Series Monopod
1. Three sturdy fold-down support feet that provide additional stability and fl exibility. Removable for use as a
    standard monopod.
2. Patented panning grip smoothly rotates 360°.  
3. Swivels 20º in any direction or locks vertically (patented).
4. Adjustable friction control on the swivel ball lets you adjust tension for different weight equipment
    and resistance requirements
5. Patented base locking collar keeps the monopod standing upright.
6. Removable feet can be used as a table top tripod.
7. Foam grip for solid hold in wet or cold conditions. 
8. Mounting plate comes with double headed, reversible screw that accommodates 1/4” and 3/8” tripod sockets. 
9. Rubber foot for use on wooden, stone surfaces. Replace with spike for use outdoors in grass and dirt. 
10. Lightweight 8 layer 100% Carbon Fiber for added strength, increased load capacity and vibration reduction.

      (P224S, 324S, 424S, P-326S & P-426S) 

Features:

P-204S

 P-224S

P-424S

P-324S

Recommended Platforms & Heads:
VA-5, VH-10, L-10, L-20S, VH-90, MP-20

Tilts 20º
in any direction 

or locks vertically
(patented)

Feet
convert to

low angle/table-top 
tripod (patented)

Recommended Platforms & Heads:
VA-5, VH-10, L-10, L-20S, VH-90, MP-20

Recommended Platforms & Heads:
VH-10, L-10, L-20S, VH-90, MP-20

Recommended Platforms & Heads:
VH-10, L-10, L-20S, VH-90, MP-20

P-S
Series

Support feet for
increased stability

Photo Monopod, Video Monopod 
and Table-Top Tripod

All In One Compact System

op 
)

Converts to
standard
monopod
(patented)

Stainless Steel Spike
for outdoor use &

rubber foot
for indoor use

Max        Min

BSRP204S   P-204S   Aluminum Alloy        4        28   19  27.2 (690)        63 (1600)           2.9 (1.3)      17.6 (8)   $199.95 
BSRP224S   P-224S   Carbon Fiber          4        28   19  27.2 (690)         63 (1600)           2.6 (1.1)      17.6 (8)   $299.95
BSRP324S   P-324S   Carbon Fiber          4        32   22  28.5 (725)       68.9 (1750)          2.9 (1.3)       22 (10)   $329.95
BSRP424S   P-424S   Carbon Fiber          4        36   25  30.1 (765)       74.8 (1900)           3.1 (1.4)      26.5 (12)  $379.95
BSRP326S   P-326S   Carbon Fiber          6        33   15  21.5 (545)       59.1 (1500)          2.9 (1.3)       17.6 (8)   $399.95
BSRP426S   P-426S   Carbon Fiber          6        36          18.6  22.6 (575)        63 (1600)             3.1 (1.4)       22 (10)   $459.95

Item #     Sirui Model #  Materials         Sec.    Diam.      Diam.      in (mm)       in (mm)        lb (kg)        lb (kg)     MSRP   
              # of      Leg     Leg         Min Ht         Max Ht         Weight           Load   

P-426S

P-326S
Recommended Platforms & Heads:
VA-5, VH-10, L-10, L-20S, VH-90, MP-20

Recommended Platforms & Heads:
VH-10, L-10, L-20S, VH-90, MP-20

P-S SERIES MONOPODS

SIRUI’s revolutionary New P-S Series Multi-Function Photo/Video Monopods have 
three sturdy fold-down support feet that provide stability and fl exibility not possible 
with conventional monopods! The rugged feet allow you to pan the monopod 360° 
and tilt 20° in any direction without worrying that the monopod will move out of
position. And you can step on the feet for even greater stability!

The SIRUI designed and patented 360º panning hand grip produces smooth,
pro-level panning effects. It’s foam padded for a comfortable feel and secure hold 
in cold or wet weather conditions. If you don’t need the panning function, simply 
tighten the locking collar.

To tilt the monopod 20° in any direction, SIRUI utilizes a precision ball head 
mechanism in the base of the monopod. You can control the amount of drag that you 
need by turning the tension control knob. To lock the monopod in a vertical position, 
simply screw down the vertical locking collar and it will stand upright on its support 
feet *. The support feet can fold fl ush and lock into position against the monopod 
leg.

If you don’t need the feet, you can easily unscrew them and convert the SIRUI P-S 
Photo/Video Monopod into a conventional monopod. When the feet are removed a 
large rubber foot lets you work on slippery surfaces and can be replaced with the 
included stainless steel spike for use outdoors. And for added fl exibility, the feet 
can be used as a table-top or low angle tripod.

SIRUI P-S Series Photo/Video Monopods are equally at home with 
photoand video equipment. And if you need to get your equipment up 
high orwant an unusual perspective, you can, thanks to the lightweight 
design!For video or still photography you can add the SIRUI VA-5 and 
VH-10Video Heads, L-10 or any SIRUI BALL Head. For fast 
connect/disconnect, you can add the SIRUI MP-20 Photo or VH-90 
VideoQuick Release Platforms.

360º
Panning Grip

(patented)

* Not designed for use as a free-standing support. 

Watch the
P-S Video


